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most important taro species grown in the Pacific
Islands are: Taro, Cocoyam, Giant swamp taro,
and giant taro.
Taro is the most important staple crop in
Samoa’s special cultural, dietary and economic
developments. It is grown throughout the year
and much of it is locally consumed. Farmers in
Samoa have centuries used indigenous farming
practices in taro production. However, rapid
changes in economic, technological and
demographic conditions have caused alterations
to the Samoan traditional way of farming
associated with the impacts of climate change.
In most parts of Samoa, taro can be
planted at any time of the year, but
in the drier areas, it is harvested 611 months after planting. Taro in
Samoa is mostly grown as a sole
crop, usually on newly cleared land
that has been fallowed for 2-3 years.
Occasionally, it is intercropped with
yam, pineapple, bananas or cassava.
It is also sometimes grown in
between rows of tree crops such as
coconut.

Taro production in Samoa
TARO (Colocasia esculentum) Background.
Taro is originated from the Indo-Malayan
region, it is known as a staple or subsistence
crop throughout the humid tropics and it is of
greatest importance in the Pacific Islands. The
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A decline in the production of taro
was significantly caused by the outbreak of taro
leaf blight in 1994; saw a financial loss of the
taro industry to farmers and exporters. Taro
production had dropped by over 95 %. In recent
years, the production has recovered and there is
more competition in taro export markets.

1

The Samoa Agriculture Survey 2015 shows that
the number of households growing taro
increased in each region between 2009 and
2015. In 2015 alone, the number of households
in Samoa grew taro, totaled at 17,733 accounts
to about three quarter of all major crops for
households, covering 12,938 acres of land.
When compared to 2009 taro growers totaled at
15,106 covering 18,145 acres of land.

Figure 2

41% of taro growers sold some taro produce, of
which 22% sold half or more of their produce; it
has also shown that 18% of taro production in
Samoa is sold locally.2
Average supply of taro to Local market shown
in figure 3 ended with its highest volume
recorded in December 2020 increasing 67%
from the previous month, while increased
availability led its average price to drop 15%.
Figure 3

Figure 1: Taro sold at Fugalei Market
3

Average supply and price of taro varied from
2016-2020 as shown in figure 2, in 2017 taro
supplies reached the highest average supply
within the 5 years. Lowest supply and price of
taro in local market dropped in 2016 due to the
severe effects of domestic produce by Cyclone
Amos. Supply of taro continues to remain
inconsistently from 2018-2020 whilst its price
rose stagnantly overnight.

Supply of taro in December contributed to an
18% rise in volume when comparing to the
twelve months ending December 2020 and the
same period in 2019. Price dropped by 1%.

Taro Export
1

Samoa Agriculture Survey 2015 Report
Samoa Agriculture Survey 2015 Report
3
Samoa Bureau of Statistic, Local Market 2016-2020
2
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Prior to the arrival of the TLB in Samoa, taro
was the most exported commodity with a total
value estimated in 1992 at US10million. The

export value had fallen to US$60,750 after
records of TLB in Samoa that demise the taro
production.4 In 2007 Samoa was recorded as the
6th of the top taro exporter in the world with 199
tonnes valued at US$224,000. The Samoa taro
export remained low from 2002-2009 with an
average of 153 tonnes of which 82% has been
exported to American Samoa.5
6

In 2010, the Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries collaborated with the University of the
South Pacific to develop TLB resistant taro lines
which successfully fits for cultivation. The study
was able to evaluate 25 taro varieties and have
demonstrated only 5 taro varieties that are suited
for exportation and foreseen possible
reclamation of former markets. Table 1 shows
taro varieties that were selected and approved by
the Ministry of Agriculture for export.

2015 which accounts for approximately US$1.5
million of exported taro.
Exports of Samoan taro recorded in 2019 from
varieties that are largely resistant to TLB valued
at $3.1 million. Figure 4 shows the latest trend
of taro export from 2015 to 2020. The export of
taro began to rise from 2015 to 2016 then
dropped in 2017. The dropped indicates demise
in taro export, this was due to a temporary ban
of taro export after detection of a virus affecting
local taro, and it was not long after late 2017, the
ban was lifted when confirmed the virus is clear.
Despite restrictions of COVID 19 in 2019-2020,
taro export continues to increase, and the highest
value for taro export recently recorded in 2020
was ST$8.5million.

Figure 4

Table 1: Approved TLB resistant varieties
for export
Taro
Identification

Variety name

Flesh
Colour

Tama Samoa
Lalelei o Samoa
Manaia o Samoa

Talo Uliuli SAM 1
Talo Mumu SAM 2
Talo Meamata Niue
SAM 3
Talo Suga (N15)
SAM 4
Talo Sen (N20)
SAM 5

Pink
White
Pink

Taupou Samoa
Tama’ita’I
Samoa

Pink
Pink

It was reported in 2010 a significant increase of
57tonnes of taro export, compared to previous
years, in which this indicated a return to
commercial taro export.
Taro export of the Sam 1 and Sam 2 varieties
have raised dramatically between Jan 2014-June

4

Beyond taro, USP
Pacific Island, Taro market Access Scoping Study
6
Pacific Horticultural and Agricultural Market (
SMAWG Report)
5
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The NZ taro Market
Samoa is among one of the Pacific Island
countries permitted to export fresh and frozen
taro to NZ.
The taro market largely refers to Auckland
markets where most Pacific Island people reside.
The 2006 recorded at about 265,974 Pacific
Islanders lives in NZ with about 7% of the total
population. Samoan was the largest Pacific
Island group of about 49% of people living in
Auckland. The demand of taro in NZ from

Pacific islanders for consumption increases in
years.
Increase of fresh taro export from Samoa to NZ
rose from NZ$2.1 million in 2016 to
NZ$4.7million in 2020.
Price
The NZ wholesale price of fresh taro is based on
30 kg bags.



NZ $80.00 – 82.00 per 30 kgs for the
pink taro variety
NZ $64.00- 66.00 per 30 kg for the
White variety of taro

The retail price of fresh taro, pink is currently
about NZ $2.50 - NZ $4.00. Pink taro of
medium size was selling for NZ $2.99 and the
large size was about NZ $3.79. A medium sized
‘white taro’ was selling for about NZ $1.99 per
kg and NZ $2.99 for the large size.7
The Quarantine fees in NZ increases and this
concerns importers as it’ll squeeze off their
already tight margin from importing taro. NZ
has the strictest and difficult quarantine process
and fees are a problem to importers.
Quarantine fees include:





Inspection fees
Treatment fees (avoidable)
Re-inspection fee (avoidable)
Zone fee ( if they had to travel to the
inspection site)
 Facility fee(if the inspection occurs at
the MAF site)
 Specimen ID fee (if any insects are
found
 Post/pack/courier fee (to transport the
insect(s) to the MAF entomologist.
Recent reports have shown that Samoa taro
export to NZ has recovered after several efforts
7

Pacific Islands Exporting taro to NZ
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to be competitive towards other Pacific export
market. Although Fiji still dominated the taro
export Market in the Pacific, Samoa needs to see
other overseas market to be more competitive as
ever.
The USA market also has a high demand of
Samoan fresh and frozen taro. In 2018, statistical
reports shows that consignments of taro
exported to NZ along with US increases from 4
to 16 containers per month. This shows a
significant opportunity for Samoa to be active
and work to increase in their local produce and
encourage local farmers to step in the loop of
selling their taro produce to overseas markets.
While fresh and frozen taro is exported to NZ
and USA (including Hawaii), only frozen taro is
currently permitted into Australian market. The
government is looking at a great opportunity to
export fresh taro to Australia as a more valuable
and cost-effective option than frozen taro. This
could be seen as a very huge opportunity to take
their local produce to a commercial level.
Samoa taro export considers having increased
recently, the efforts to recapture some of the
markets from previous years can be now
considered as successful efforts.

Samoa Taro Value Chain Map

Source: Samoa Farmers Association
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Table 2: Average Prices of Agricultural Commodities at Fugalei
market
Commodities
(SAT$/kg)

January 2021

February 2021

Lowest price for 2021
to date

Highest price for 2021
to date

Taro

1.71

1.65

1.65

1.71

Banana

0.92

0.95

0.92

0.95

Taamu

3.35

5.17

3.35

5.17

Coconut

0.96

0.94

0.94

0.96

Breadfruit

1.00

1.47

1.00

1.47

Yam

3.37

3.96

3.37

3.96

Head cabbage

9.33

11.89

9.33

11.89

Tomato

13.42

15.56

13.42

15.56

Chinese cabbage

6.19

7.21

6.19

7.21

Cucumber

4.11

5.61

4.11

5.61

Pumpkin

2.91

3.47

2.91

3.47

Source: Samoa Bureau of Statistics

Table 3: Foreign currency per tala (ST$)
January-February 2021

1 Samoan Tala SAT$ =

USD$

NZD$

AUD$

YEN$

FJD$

EURO

0.4050

0.5862

0.5359

52.3400

0.8730

0.3838

Source: Bank of the South Pacific

Market Link Newsletter
This newsletter is published bi-monthly and it seeks to assist stakeholders (farmers, consumers, wholesalers,
policymakers) make informed market and marketing decisions based on credible, relevant price and supply
information. Help us help you by providing constructive feedback on market information issues that will improve
the service which will lead to growing a healthy and wealthy Samoa. For more information contact the Policy
Planning and Communication Division and ask for Taimalietane Matatuma

Disclaimer
While every effort has been made to ensure the information in this publication is accurate, the Ministry of
Agriculture and Fisheries does not accept any responsibility or liability for error or fact omission, interpretation or
opinion which may be present, nor for the consequences of any decisions based on this information. Any views or
opinions expressed do not necessarily represent the official view of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.
You can contact us by phone, fax and email or come down and visit us. We are located on Level 1, TATTE
Building, Sogi or you can write to us at:

Fax:
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Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
P.O Box 1874
Phone: (685) 22 561
(685) 28 097Email: tai.matatumua@maf.gov.ws

